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Home of the Wildcats

Hear Us Roar

Upcoming Events:








11/8-9/21—Parent
Teacher Conferences, Book Fair
begins
11/10/21—
Regular Day Schedule 9:30-2:20
11/11/21—No
School, Veterans
Day
11/12/21—School
Spirit Friday, P/T
Conf. Cont.

Cutler Elementary School

Message From the
Principal & LD:
Tuesday we
celebrated Día de
los Muertos by having students and
staff dress up in
their day of the dead
attire and painting
their faces! We also
made our very own
Cutler School ofrenda to remember the
loved ones of staff
that have passed. It
is a great tradition

we will be keeping
for years to come.
Our extended PL this week
was facilitated by
our coaches on
Aeries report cards
and gradebook.
Teachers had implementation time
to work on report
cards and learned
how to add assignments into
gradebook. This
transition to

gradebook is exciting because it will
be another way to
communicate with
parents and support students in
meeting grade level
standards. Our Nacho Average Staff
enjoyed nachos and
sodas after a long
day! A shout out to
Mrs. Aranzazu for
her leadership on
this extended pl
and for making how
to videos for

staff.

On Wednesday morning staff enjoyed
some cookies and hot chocolate to celebrate
making it through the first trimester! Our
Cutler School Staff definitely are tough
cookies!
Also, this week we had presentations
by Estefany Torres from Family Healthcare
Network on for our 4th and 5th graders.
They learned about MyPlate and making
healthy food choices. We also had our dance
parties for our students that sold tickets for
our carnival raffle. It was lots of fun seeing
their dance moves.
Finally, we ended the week on Saturday morning as we participated in the Veterans Day Parade. Our theme was We are “Un
Poco Loco” for our Veterans. Our Cutler
Wildcats Salute our Veterans! Our Carnival
Royalty, 4th & 5th grade leadership students, and admin team were in attendance.
A special shout out to Roberta Torres, Maria
Gomez, Mariah Magana, the Elorza Family,
and the Melchor Family for joining in and
helping keep students safe. #RememberMe
#HonorMe #MakeMeProud

~Mrs. Cerda & Mrs. Andrade

Reading/IMSE Speialist:
We are one week into the 2nd Trimester and this week I worked with our
Reading Interventionists to update our
Learning Center groups. We had conversations about students to make sure each student was put into the appropriate group. A
huge shout out to all of our Reading Interventionists, who go above and beyond for our
students!
Now is the perfect time to pull out the
Literacy Continuum and review the expectations for each reading level, as you may
have students reading at a new level. Remember the Continuum has strategies,
skills, and expectations for each reading
level. If you are struggling with a group try
using it as a resource!
~Miss

Wandler

Coaches Corner:
As we work hard on closing out the end of
our first trimester and scrambling to get everything together, and get ready for parent-teacher
conferences and data chats, a common word is,
in almost every conversation around campus: Data. Let's take a moment to remember that data is
helpful and we should let it motivate us rather
than discourage/intimidate us. Data is just a
word thrown around until it is decided how it will
be used to impact our instruction and student
achievement. During your data chats, don't forget to celebrate small wins and individual student gains.
One major celebration from
this week was in 3rd-5th grade. We got together
and reviewed our Rocket math implementation
from the past month and a half. Through our intentional data analysis, we found that students
have shown growth in multiplication fluency. It
was very simple and helpful to administer a
quick pre-assessment, plan intentionally as a
team, remain consistent with the Rocket Math
program, and then administer a postassessment. Having the two identical assessments side by side and reviewing the progresscollecting the data that each student has made
really helps us appreciate all the time and planning that took place with the implementation of
the program. Although some students did not
improve, it was easy to see why and to develop a
plan as we had the data right in front of us. As
we move forward, let's also save time in our PLCs
to focus on the intentional data we collect and
to CELEBRATE student growth weekly!

Mrs. Aranzazu & Mrs.Vanderwall
3—5 Grade Coaches

School Counselor Corner:
The Second Step Program further promotes the development of self-regulation skills
and improved participation in learning through
its focus on skills for learning. Focusing attention, listening, using self-talk, and being assertive are skills for learning introduced and practiced. Students must be able to integrate and apply these skills in order to be successful in diverse learning environments. Furthermore, skills
for learning plays a key role in the development

of social emotional competences. This week our
learners began the Skills for Learning Unit in the
classrooms and others have been learning these
skills in small groups. We have seen an improvement in students participating in small
groups, however, as we make progress throughout this unit we hope to see development in our students school wide.
~Ms.

Aguirre

Educational Social Worker Corner:
Although we are over 2 months into our
academic year, we still have students whose temperament tends to be very quiet and shy. High
levels of shyness may significantly impact a students:
 Ability, and motivation, to make friends
 Their school life satisfaction
 Attendance
Because of this, I decided to go into the classrooms and talk to our students, in a fun way,
about shyness.
Gustavo the Shy Ghost made an appearance on our campus this week—thanks to all our
teachers who gave me the chance to discuss a
very important topic. I was even able to read to a
4th grade class, woohoo! Our students loved the
story and the message that was shared. I hope to
share more valuable lessons with our students
in the classroom!

~Ms.

Arce

We are “Un Poco Loco” for our Veterans!
Cutler Wildcats Salute our Veterans!
Remember Me, Honor Me, Make Me Proud!

College Thursday & Career Friday:
This week our College Bound Wildcats explored California State University,
Dominguez Hills and learned about the career of Boilermakers!

Have a Fantastic Weekend!

~Cutler Leadership Team

~Ms.

Aguirre

